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Al though the idea for th~ Digital Computer r~USGum was u vision of 
Ken Olsen and then Gordon Bell for a number of years, funding by 
DEC did not bring results until last year. ~1e first Computer 
Pione~r lcctu~e by ~aurice Wilkes on Sept~mber 24, 1979 mark~d 
the completion of phase zero. The response from the Septemh:r 
event was so positive that it triggered staffing the Museum and 
permanent establishment. At the end of tl1e first y2ar, we have 
accomplished the following: 

* A format for building exhibits was established: 
* Literature and documentation was develop=d: and 
* A lecture and event series was started. 

'!his docunent has three parts. '!he first section relates the 
historical reasons for the Digital Computer r':useum and outlines 
the general scope of the program. The second section expands on 
the current status and plans for fiscal 1ge1. The third section 
outlines ideas for the future growth and develop112nt of the 
Museum. 

I. vmY '!HE "DIGITAL CO"WUl'ER HUSEUW' 

Several unrelated events and decisions all worked in the 
direction of Digital Equipment Corporation developing the Digital 
Computer Museum. Ken Olsen took it upon himself to preserve -'3na 
store vlliirlwind , TX-0 and early DEC equipm~nt in a w~rehouse 
facility. Gordon began a collection of early calculators and 
logic devices and wanted to continue and expand his interest in 
the taxonomy of computers. A consultant/curator was hired and 
came up with a report of other museums. Her activity vIas 
shortlived because the npproach was to do a computer museum for 
the public -- looking costly and not very sophisticated and was 
fur~~er doomed by an industry depression. Both Ken and Gordon 
went to other computer exhibits and were extra.ordinarily 
disappointed that the Smithsonian was not making an effort to 
appropriately classify and organiZe its material; fascinated by 
the IBH wall (now in a warehouse) but considered that its 
emphasis on the interaction of social events and computing was 
not the story to be told; impressed with the solid display ut the 
l-1useum of Science in London"; totally dismayed that th~ computer 
exhibit at Boston's Science Museum was only a superficial display 
ad for Hon·?ywcll; and delightod that the Boston Children' s l.f:us,~LIr.l 

could teach computing (hence DEC supported this effort.) 

These events led to both Ken and Gordon to conclude that a 
Digital Computer l-~us·-=urn was ncroed. Ken's goal, to cre;;te a 
place to preserve machin~s so that computer scientists, 
engineers, and programmers can see the antiques that they had 
worked on as little as- ten years ago, and Gordon's goal, to 
create an understandable taxonomy of all computers und related 
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The role of the Museum is to m~ke sure that significant 0rtifacts 
are kept.. Having the original or a copy (eg. QIatelli made 
.replica of Babbage's Difference .Engine) thClt appear in various 
musetnns), is necessary in order to t3istinguish c mus~um from u 
sp=cial library. p..s a hardvlare oriented company, the 
preservation of artifacts and documentation of Significant 
software is appropriate. Unfortunately, many parts of early 
machines have already disapp2ared and a few good photographs are 
available. Hence, the Nuseum vlill collect what is available and 
try to insure that good portraits are taken of classic machineS. 
«(he of the dreams for t..'1e Museum is to have life sized holograms 
of the machines so that one could in effect walk through them. 
Failing this, then projecting life sized photographs provides an 
alternative. ) 

!Ibepriorities for the Digital Computer Museum are to exhibit 
real time, scientific and interactive computing, with a limit ' of 
50% of the exhibits directly pertaining to Digital Equipment 
Corporation. ~ventually all items will be identified within a 
taxonomic structure of pre-computer and computer ge~erations in 
order that L~e viewer can understand the evolution of computers. 
The first step has been taken in this direction "'lith the 
production of a PDP-tree poster. 

These goals have been discussed informally with some Gminent 
computer historians and explained to others in seeking their 
cooperation. The first newsletter, ~ttachod, shows 3 listing of 
people and institutions that have contributed thus far. We have 
found enthusiasm for our efforts and have generally been 
plummetted forward by positive feedback, obtaining many hours of 
free services from both inside and outside DEC. Thus, like most 
Museums, our budget, is magnified by the gifts of time and 
artifacts. 
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I!. PRESEN'I' STNl'US 

The Digital Computer ~'juseum, \,las sanctioned by the 
Operations Committee of the company a year ago. January 1, 1980 
the Nuseum staff \-!as in place. Gordon Bell, Keeper provides 
direction for the program, and through ~Ery Jonc Forb~s, 
Administrator, the Secretariat for the Operation. GwGn P21l, 
Assistant Keeper, provides day to day direction on a full-time, 
volunteer basis. Jamie Parker, Goordinator, is the only salaried 
member of the Museum Staff. The security and building group at 
Marlboro provide their services as needed under th? direction of 
Joe Savignano and Dave Yates. As landlord, Joel Sclmartz's 
support and assistance in direction setting has been essential. 
v~ile we ~3y for warehousing space, the Museum space itself 
carries no charge since it is the lobby and balcony of a 
beautifully designed Vincent Kling building (constructed for 
RCA). Individuals \vho have contributed to specific exhibits are 
acknowledged below. An advisory committee representing various 
cooperating groups within DEC, eg., Industrial Design, Digital 
Press, Public Relations, etc., meets occasionally to review 
progress. 

The activities can be categorized into five areas: archives, 
exhibits, events, products, and public relations. Each are 
discussed separately, and then related corporate activities 
reviewed. 

Archives. 

* 

* 

* 

Cataloging and storage. Thlring the summer of 1979, all 
the artifacts in the warehouse ",ere photographed and 
cataloged. ~he system is being kept up to date, with the 
ability to track artifacts. The database is not yet 
computerized -- a task that we would like to accomplish in 
fiscal 1981. 

Exhibit directory. A directory of all exhibits as of 
September 24, 1979, is on the VAX system and can be 
queried by Museum visitors. 

Video and audio tapes. Video tapes of all lectures in the 
computer pioneer series will be ffi2d~. The video tapes of 
the first lecture by fI.aurice l'Jilkes are now available. 
Gordon also plans to start to make audio ta~s of informal 
discussions with people \'lho worked on the early machines. 
Other video und audio t~pes by computer pioneers will be 
acquired as they become available. 

Exhibits. 

* Whirlwind. This exhibit of the memory, a register and 
other parts is being supplemented with some photographs, 
and the publication of a DEC Press bool< by Redmond and 
Smith on Whirlwind. 

* TX-O. 'lhe TX-O, replicating its appearance at lvlIT in th~ 
1950s, has been installed by John HcKenzie, the technician 
who mrtintain~ the machin~ at MIT (now retired) and 
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Stanley Schultz. A group of TX-O allDTlni are getting 
together to discuss improving the display and p~rhaps 
getting the machine to run. 

* Calculators. New cases were purchased for th~calculcttors 
and this exhibit, ess~ntially complete, will continue to 
be improved. We are looking for the Anita -- the first 
electric calculator. Gwen is now working on a poster of 
the g~nerations of pre-computer calculating devices and 
writing a A/V user activated slide talk to explain their 
evolution. ~his should be complete by September 1980. 
The project may also result in a small picture book. 

* ·Office of the Past: Hary Jane Forbes has put tog·~ther an 
exhibit (in a closet) of the office circa 1910. This will 
be completed prior to September, 1980. 

* Logic Devices. Three cases are used to exhibit the four 
generations of logic devices. 'These are explained in a 
user activ.:l.ted slide talk given by (brdon Bell. This 
exhibit will grow as w= g.~t more early artifacts from 
critic~l early machines. 

* Memory. 'lhree cases show the four gener(Jtions of prim2ry 
memory devices. In addition, a large disk and a 
transparent RK05 are exhibited. A secondary memory 
devices exhibit and a user-activated slide-talk are in the 
planning stag3. 

* Analog computers. An analog computer is displayed simply 
give the visitor an idea of what these wer~ like. ~his 

exhibit should be developed. 

* PDP Family of Computers. A poster of the family tree of 
the PDP computers has been completed and is aV2ilable. 
This family tree will be used with all displuys of DEC 
machines to identify their relations with the other 
machines. Specifically, PDP-l is running with the 
original Space War program. Stan Schultz has tuken this 
as his project and is now putting joy sticks on the 
machine. He also se·es to it that the Classic 8 runs with 
non-interactive demonstration programs. An 11/20 is on 
the floor along with the original hand-done art~Drk for 
one of its modules. The other mainframe machines are 
represented by consoles, documentation, and photographs. 
The LINC is the first of DEC's personal laboratory 
computers on display. ~he LllJC-8, PDP-IL, and a working 
~lINC are complemented by a user-activated slide talk 
introduced by Dick Clayton, The basis for this comes from 
tv.x:> films -- one made by Nntional Educational Television 
and the other by the DEC LDP group. ~ggy Sullivan has 
been coordinating these efforts. 

* Computer Art. Pn exhibit of four lithographs by Harold 
Oohen, University of California-San Diego, is oisplayed on 
the first floor. We have agreed with tho:? ar tist, who uses 
a PDP-II to create artwork by artificial intcllig~nce, 
that h~ will paint a murc:il for the musclDTI totally covering 
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'one of the balcony walls. We will document the making of 
the mural for a user-activated exhibit. See events for 
more info~ation on this project. 

* Computer Nusic. We have tx~en in contact with furry Vercoe 
of MI'l' and John Chowning of St:mford. Barry Vercoe has 
agreed to compose a piece of music specifically for the 
museum space, probably making use of the computing 
capability of the VAX. John Chowning composed music on 
the PDP-l and we are in touch with htm to gain access to 
this. These projects will probably come to fruition in 
fiscal 82. 

Events. 

* 

* 

S~pt. 24, 1979. Luncheon opening by the Operations 
Committee of Digital Equipment Corporation. 

Sept. 24, 1979. Computer Pioneers, Lecture 1, Maurice 
t-iilkes and the EDSAC. 

* April 5, 1980. ~X five-year birthday party celebration. 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

All of the people who brought VAX into the world came to a 
celebration, each bringing a VAX artifact to contribute to 
the Museum. 

~BY 8, 1980. Computer Pioneers, Lecture 2, George Stibitz 
and the Bell labs Relay Computer. (A mailing list of 200 ' 
people outside of DEC has been developed. ~bout 50 of 
these people are in the Boston/Amherst area and are being 
invited to the lecture.) The newsletter format will be 
used to announce these public lectures. 

Sept. 22, 1980. Museum dinner for the Board of Directors 
of the Corporation introducing them to the museum. 

Sept. 23, 1980. Opening, lecture - demonstration. Mural 
by Harold Cohen. Jamie Parker is coordinating this event 
to bring in p:=ople from the "art" and umuseum" as well <1S 

the "computer" world. 

Employee family open houses to be coordinated with the 
entire Marlboro facility through Joel Schwartz. 

Future events: Computer Pioneer Lectures -- Forrester 
coordinated with publication of DEC Press book on 
Whirlwind by R:!dmond and Smith; then Atanasoff, Eckert, 
and Burks will be asked; Board meeting of the Charles 
Babbage Institute. 

Products. 

The Museum is planning on having a Sinn!l "store" of appropriate 
products. In addition, we will do a number of things that will 
be free. (First the free items.) 

* Buttons with the core memory symbol to replace the visitor 
badge for people coming to the Museum. 
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* Newsletter. Number 1 is attached to this document. We 
distribute internally by ~S, and via -hard copy to those 
without ~~ access ili~d to our outside list. The 
newsletter will keep ~ple up to date on our progress and 
be issued occasionally as th2 need is felt. 

. * PDP Family Tree poster • 

* Products for sale. 

- Pre-computer Generations poster. {'Ibis is now being 
designed and should also be ready for september.) 

- Bistory books from DEC Press. The Press has an 
allocation .of two books per year on computer history. 
These will be on sale along with the .Bell/Mudge/~cnamara 

±x:>ok on the DEC Computers. 

- Other books, such as Eames, Computer PerspectiVeS, 
Earvard University Press. 

- Simple Calculating D?vices. \Ve are talking to the SEE 
Corporation about selling their reproductions of the 
Fascal Adder and Napier's Bones • 

.ok Products on Display. '!he Annals of Computing Htstory and 
Charles Babbage Institute Newsletter will be displayed 
with appropriate order forms for those 

Public Relations and Huseum Visitors. 

OUr strategy has been to ?lowly open the Museum. DEC-related 
groups and visiting computer scientists have begun to find the 
f.1useam and go through it on their own. There would seem to be an 
'Opportunity to cooperute with both DECUS and the educational 
9roups to insure that the fncility and the archives are 
accessible and used • 

. -:We have prov ided special tours for classes from both NIT and 
Earvard, as well as several local highschool groups. Unescorted 
high-school groups can and have wrecked havoc in the r-:useum -
the PDP-l groaned for a week until Stan Schultz coula come and 
fix it. In the present state of exhibits, the Vie\"er needs to 

.have an appreciation for the delicacy of what might look like an 
indestructible machine. 

A9uest book is on the aesk for visitors to sign. 

Relations with other institutions. 

Althouqh \ve can't take on the worla, we want to keep abrci'lst of 
what is happening so that w~ can allocate our time and efforts 
appropriately. 
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~Support for other exhibits. Corporate Contributions give 
computers to support museums including a computer for the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra for it's 100th ~nniversary next 
year, a PDP-8 to the Canadian Science l-juseum in Ottawa, 
and aPDP-Band a plcme from the first core memory on 
Whirlwind to the British Science Museum. we forward parts 
to the Smithsonian when they take them (vJhirlwind core 

1llemoryand display that !-litre put together). Requests fOL 

artifacts from our archives may be made directly to the 
Museum or go through Corporate gifts. We hope to loan 
artifacts and displays to both DEC sites and other 
institutions. 

* Ken supports O1arles Babbage Institute and we coo~rat"e 
with them in our complementary interests, although we have 
'requested the Corporation to fund h,eDigital Computer 
.Museum instead of CBI given the limited supply of money. 

* We did not take on any of the Codasyl archives because it 
is open ended and feel that others should taJ<e on this 
-responsibility; similarly, we did not contribute to 
archiving the "~uchley papers because we feel that Univac 
and the Penn. must do this. We would undoubtedly support 
something which would be otherwise dropped. 

~ The Museum staff visited the ~1 warehouses April 17th. 

* Gwen is going to the opening of L~e Computer Exhibit in 
Ottawa, l'-,pril 30, and will visit the Children's Nuseum in 
Washington the first week of June. She hopes to develop 
cooperation so that we. might "sell " each other's products 
learn from each other's displays, and look at feasibility 
of joint, display design ru,d generation. 

-kQren and Jamie will attend the American Museum Association 
meeting in Boston in mid June. They plan to invite Museum 
~~ple from scientific museums to see the Digital Computer 
:Museurriandwill attend appropriate seminars. 
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We are trying to build a system to archive, build displays, slide 
talks, etc. so that the museum will grow and develop. Two n~w 
avenues appear to be appropriate -- the r-1US2urn will fund people 
who want to put up appropriate displays and 'Ne will formaliz·~ a 
srn~ll outside group of advisors who are kno\Yn as comput~r 
pioneers and historians. CAl the first, W2 have written to 
Professor Cohen at Harvard, Professor R:mdell at Newc~stle, and 
Professor Wulf at crm suggesting that one of their computer 
science students might propose to do an exhibit for the l>1useurn. 
The TX-0 alumni group might also corne up with some ideas for 
displays. On the second, a small outside group of advisors might 
be able to help the Museun acquire artifacts outside of DEC and 
in accomplishing our goal of becoming the computer museum for 
computer professionals. 

On our own, funded at the present level, we are confident of an 
exciting and growing future and are ending this document with a 
short list of a few of the exhibits focussing on real time, 
scientific and interactive computing and its predecessors. 

Ideas for future displays. 
* Scale dioramas of the development of card tabulating and 

computing; 
* Other pre-computer artifacts (eg. Network analyzer); 
* I/O fquipnent, and communications eguir:m=nt; 
* Secondary Memory, including recording techniques; 
* Integrated Circuits- getting artifacts from TI anj Intel 
* Important computers: Cray's machines, 366/37[, Amdahl, 

Intel, ~~nchester, BTL, Penn. MIT and others: 
* First Generation computer photo gallery; 
* f.'Iultiprocessors, multicomputer and net~rk 

structures--includ ing 010' s; 
* COmputing in laboratories before computers: 
* Miscellaneous application displays (eg. power control, air 

traffic control,EKG's, trains, process control); 
* A Programming Languages display: 
* On the importance of algorithms; 
* Important systems (eg. UNIX/MULTICS, FORTRAN, COBOL, APL)i 

and 
* Robots (including automatons). 

Attachment: 

GB1.Sl3.27 

Gordon Bell, Keeper 
--~--~~-------; 

Owen Bell, Assistant 


